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Abstract
A kinetic Monte Carlo simulations with model asymmetry in binary Fe-Cu
alloy leading to the same microstructure are presented. A method based
on thermodynamic data for calculation of interatomic potentials dependent
on model asymmetry is presented and evaluated. Results show that kinetic
pathways are sensitive to model asymmetry and are compared to the clas-
sical growth and coarsening theories. Experimental diffusion data is used
and compared to simulation results to determine a realistic combination for
simulations.
Keywords: precipitation modelling, kinetic Monte Carlo, model
asymmetry, growth and coarsening
1. Introduction
Phase transformations are the dominant mechanism for microstructure
development and control in crystalline solids. From the thermodynamic
point of view, specific boundary in a binary phase diagram depends only
on a solubility limit [1] which is correlated to the mixing energy of alloy el-
ements. At specific temperature only one value of the mixing energy leads
to obtained microstructure. When phase transformations are governed by
diffusion process, the governing mechanism is the vacancy/atom exchange.
This mechanism can be very effectively simulated by a kinetic Monte Carlo
(kMC) method [2].
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Vacancy diffusion is thermally activated mechanism with a mixing energy
that governs response of the system toward clustering or phase separation.
With kMC simulations, study of diffusion at a truly atomistic spatial scale
is possible. With time scales long enough to determine kinetic pathways in
real alloys when the model is appropriately parametrized [3–9].
When simulations are used to address behaviour in real physical alloy
systems, a simple binary model allow observation of the response where only
one variable is changed, e.g. concentration c, temperature T , stress Σ or
strain . From positional simplicity Fe-Cu alloy system is often used as a
benchmark system for various simulation methods [3, 5, 8, 10–12]. This alloy
system is important in industrial practice for its age hardening behaviour in
ferritic and martensitic steels, in pressure vessel steels for radiation and high
temperature embrittlement and also for efficient use of recycled steel.
The Fe-Cu alloy system has a large and almost symmetrical miscibility
gap with small differences in atom sizes and has been extensively studied
experimentally. Experimental data confirms that Cu clusters with sizes up
to 2 nm are fully coherent with the α-iron matrix [13–16] which justifies use
of rigid lattice in simulations. Furthermore, availability of experimental data
enables comparison and verification of results from kMC simulations with a
large collection of data from physical experiments [13–22].
Previous studies [9, 23–28] revealed that kinetic pathways can be influ-
enced by changes to asymmetry of atomic mobility which is in kMC sim-
ulations defined through asymmetry parameter a∗. Value of a∗ has large
influence on precipitation and kinetic pathways especially in later stages of
growth and during coarsening. This was studied for various binary alloys and
also with conditions not corresponding to realistic diffusion behaviour [9, 23–
29]. In the majority of studies performed simulations using the energetic
model based on the kinetic Ising model and the ghost energies between va-
cancy and its nearest neighbours were not considered, while only first nearest
neighbour interaction were used. In [28] energetic parameters were derived
on basis of density functional theory and influence of asymmetry parameter
a∗ on diffusion and changes of kinetic pathways were not studied.
The current study presents a simple saddle point energy broken bond
model based on cohesive energy, mixing energy and asymmetry parameter
a∗ that can be applied also to other binary systems. Reporting values for
first and second nearest neighbour interatomic interaction energies, eluci-
dating results obtained with arbitrarily chosen values of a∗ in negative and
positive range and comparing the obtained results to previous simulations
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and experimental diffusion data. Influence of vacancy trapping and its ef-
fects is explored for values of asymmetry parameter a∗ corresponding to the
realistic precipitation behaviour of Cu in Fe-Cu alloys.
The paper is organized as follows. The diffusion model and its parametriza-
tion are detailed in Section II. Results of simulations are presented and dis-
cussed in section III. Details of simulations parameters are given in Appendix
A.
2. Diffusion model and parametrization
Evolution of the alloy microstructure at high temperatures is governed
with vacancy diffusion. In simulations presented, the model parametriza-
tion is based on experimental thermodynamic data and random walk theory.
Within transition state theory the rate probability for a of vacancy-solute
exchange ΓXV between atom X and vacancy V is given by
ΓXV = νX exp
(
−∆EXV
kBT
)
(1)
where νX is the attempt frequency, kB is the Boltzmann constant, T is the
temperature and ∆EXV is the energy barrier associated with the vacancy-
solute exchange and is dependent on local atomic configuration. For a given
configuration the sum over all possible rate probabilities, Γtot =
∑
i ΓXV,i, is
evaluated and exchange i is selected according to
n−1∑
i=0
ΓXV,i < ρ1Γtot ≤
n∑
i=0
ΓXV,i (2)
where ρ1 is uniform random number between 0 and 1, and n is the number of
all possible events for one transition. The kMC simulates Poisson processes,
the simulations time tkMC of each exchange ∆t is evaluated as [2, 30, 31]
∆tkMC =
− ln(ρ2)
Γtot
≈ 1
Γtot
(3)
Since vacancy concentration in simulation box exceeds real vacancy concen-
tration, the physical time needs to be adjusted for this difference. Accounting
for vacancy concentration ,the real physical time t is given as
t =
cVsim
cVeq
tkMC (4)
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where, cVsim is the vacancy concentration in the simulation box, and cVeq is
the equilibrium vacancy concentration in the alloy [5, 8, 32].
The energy barrier ∆EXV is obtained within a representation of the bro-
ken bond model [8] for each possible event. There are two contributions, the
energy associated with the saddle point binding energy controlling kinetic
properties, and the cohesive energy described as sum of the pair wise inter-
actions of all the broken bonds associated with the solute-vacancy exchange
controlling equilibrium properties. ∆EXV is given by
∆EXV = e
X
SP −
∑
k,i

(k)
Xi −
∑
k,j

(k)
Vj (5)
where the number k represents nearest neighbour position. In our case only
first and second nearest neighbour positions were accounted for. The saddle
point energy eSP represents energy state of the atom at the saddle-point
between its initial and final positions. In the case of Fe-Cu binary system the
homoatomic interaction energy for Fe FeFe was calculated from the cohesive
energies of pure Fe given as
EcohFe =
z1
2

(1)
FeFe +
z2
2

(2)
FeFe (6)
where z1 and z2 are numbers of the first and second neighbours, respectively
[33]. Heteroatomic interaction energy FeCu is associated to the mixing energy
of the Fe-Cu system as
EmixFeCu =
z1
2
(

(1)
FeFe + 
(1)
CuCu − 2(1)FeCu
)
+
z2
2
(

(2)
FeFe + 
(2)
CuCu − 2(2)FeCu
)
(7)
Note, that phase diagram depends only on the mixing energy which was
estimated from the solubility limit of Cu in Fe [17]. In order to evaluate dif-
ferent kinetic pathways in the Fe-Cu binary system an asymmetry parameter
a∗, which accounts for the differences in diffusion of Fe and Cu was defined
through the solute-solute and solute-vacancy interaction energies as
a∗ =
k∑
i=1

(i)
FeFe − (i)CuCu

(i)
FeFe + 
(i)
CuCu − 2(i)FeCu
(8)
Differences in diffusion of each element can also be introduced through the
saddle point energies, which were in our case set to be equal (eSP = −9.25
eV).
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By reordering equations (6), (7), (8) and assumption 
(2)
XX = 0.5
(1)
XX we
derived connection between a∗, homoatomic interaction energy of Fe and
mixing energy to calculate the first nearest neighbour homoatomic interaction
energy of Cu, 
(1)
CuCu given as

(1)
CuCu = 
(1)
FeFe −
2EmixFeCu
2z1 + z2
a∗ (9)
In order to calculate interatomic interaction energies experimental thermo-
dynamic data given in Table 1 were used.
Table 1: Material properties of Fe and Cu used for calculation of interaction energies and
kinetic parameters.
Cohesive energy of Fe EcohFe −4.28 eV, [34]
Mixing energy of Fe-Cu EmixFeCu −0.515 eV, [17]
Vacancy formation energy of Fe EVforFe 1.60 eV, [35]
Vacancy formation energy of Cu EVforCu 1.60 eV, assumption
Vacancy migration energy of Fe EVmigFe 0.90 eV, [35]
Vacancy migration energy of Cu in Fe EVmigCu 0.70 eV, [35]
Diffusion constant of Fe D0 Fe 2.01 10
−4 m2s−1, [18]
Attempt frequency of Fe νFe 8.70× 1012 s−1, [34]
Attempt frequency of Cu νCu 6.67× 1012 s−1, [34]
The ghost interaction energy XV between the solute X and vacancy V is
connected to the vacancy formation energy EVforX and cohesive energy given
as
EVforX = z1
(1)
XV − EcohX (10)
For Fe this can be calculated from experimental thermodynamic data given
in Table 1. In the case of Cu virtual cohesive energy was used, to calculate
ghost interaction energy by reordering equation (6).
3. Results and discussion
To investigate different kinetic pathways leading to same final microstruc-
ture and to elucidate the influence of the asymmetry parameter a∗ kMC simu-
lations were performed using a simulation box with 643 BCC lattices (524288
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possible solute positions), with a single vacancy and full periodic boundary
conditions in all directions. Since obtained Cu precipitates are small, their
fully coherency with Fe matrix was assumed to justify use of the rigid lattice
in simulations. Values of a∗ were chosen arbitrary in the range −10/3 and
10/3 and procedure presented in Section II used to determine simulations
parameters. As a control run, the kMC simulation with fully symmetric en-
ergies (a∗=0) was performed. Comparison of interatomic parameters used in
our simulations to ones determined by electron calculations like density func-
tional theory (DFT) in same alloy system [28] revealed that an asymmetry
parameter between 1 and 1.75 should give results comparable to experimental
observations. Simulation box was randomly populated with Cu atoms and
quenched from infinite temperature to a temperature T = 873 K. In order to
increase statistics of the cluster properties in the focused regimes of growth
and coarsening concentration of Cu was set to 3 at.% (Cu atoms). To pre-
vent influence of vacancy trapping in Cu rich areas time was only advanced
when vacancy resided in the Fe matrix. The calculated evolution kinetics
were described with three different properties, short range order parameter
α(t) connected to the pair correlation function, average cluster size defined
as second moment of the cluster size distribution L2(t) and by number of
atoms binned in clusters larger than pentamers. More detailed description of
each property can be found in [8]. Unless stated, all simulations were run for
same time and were stopped after reaching 200k MCS. Asymmetry parame-
ter influences time scales through transition probabilities (cf. equation (4)).
When positive asymmetry was chosen simulations needs much longer runs
to reach same times. Due to higher total transition probabilities for each
transition, simulation runs for asymmetry parameters 7/3 and 10/3 reached
small physical times although simulations were let run five and ten times
longer and were stopped at 1000k MCS and 2000k MCS, respectively. This
happens due to influence of the model asymmetry which changes preferred
environment of the vacancy. When a∗ < 0, the vacancy prefers to reside in
Fe rich areas and inversely when a∗ > 0 vacancy prefers Cu rich areas which
changes kinetic pathways as trapped vacancy in the cluster causes moment
of whole cluster.
Evolution of average cluster size represented as second moment of the
cluster size distribution L2(t) is for simulated values of a∗ shown in figure 1.
In the same figure cluster evolutions corresponding to t3/2 and t are depicted
with dashed line, representing the classical growth regime and coarsening ac-
cording to Lifshitz-Slyozov-Wagner (LSW), respectively. Distinctive proper-
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Figure 1: Influence of the asymmetry parameter a∗ on evolution of the average cluster
size.
ties can be observed from the shape of curves. In general, after initial growth
stage, cluster growth decreases which is in agreement to classical description.
Asymmetry parameter a∗ = 1 behaves similar as description by theoretical
growth and coarsening regimes. Both growth and coarsening observed are
slower than t3/2 and t. This is attributed to the change of kinetic pathways
and affinity of vacancy and is in agreement to other studies [23, 28]. For
a∗ < 0 growth and especially coarsening is diminished since vacancy prefers
Fe matrix. In the case of a∗ > 0 vacancy becomes trapped in Cu clusters
and changes dynamics of precipitate growth and coarsening. When clusters
are small, vacancy trapping does not have a large effect. In the coarsening
stage, trapped vacancies can not contribute to the long-range diffusion of Cu
in the matrix which is needed for desorption/adsorption process significant
for LSW coarsening regime. Coarsening stage for a∗ > 0 happens via differ-
ent mode through coagulation of clusters as whole. This is confirmed with
steps on curves for evolution of mean cluster size (cf. figure 1) where in later
7
stage sudden jump in average size is detected and is attributed to diffusion
of whole Cu clusters even large one.
Figure 2: Influence of the asymmetry parameter a∗ on the evolution of the SRO parameter
α1CuCu.
Figure 2 depicts the influence of the asymmetry parameter a∗ on the evo-
lution of the short range order (SRO) parameter α1CuCu. Parameter α
1
CuCu
describes the number of Cu atoms paired with another Cu atom. All curves
show fast increase of SRO parameter in growth stage and after increase is
substantially slowed. Shape of the curve allows identification of different
kinetic pathways. For example, when coarsening occurs with LSW mech-
anism the number of paired Cu atoms will not increase evenly, as smaller
clusters need to dissolve so that larger ones can grow causing slowdown in
SRO parameter growth. When coarsening occurs via agglomeration of whole
clusters, SRO parameter exhibits sudden increase as can be seen in figure
2 for positive a∗. In the case of negative a∗ SRO parameter enlarges much
more evenly, distinctive for desorption/adsorption process.
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Different kinetic pathways were also detected by following the number of
atoms belonging to clusters. Figure 3 shows evolution of atoms in clusters
smaller than pentamers. Three distinctive behaviours depending on a∗ can
be seen. For negative asymmetry parameter number of small clusters is
much higher even at longer times. This is attributed to affinity of vacancy
which in these case prefers Fe rich matrix and diminishes transport of Cu
in the simulation box. Confirmation of this can be seen on the curve for
a∗ = −10/3 in figure 3, where the number of small clusters is very high.
Similar to evolution of SRO parameter, sharp border between growth and
coarsening stages can be observed. Agglomeration of clusters was observed
in later stages for a∗ > 0. Slope change in the cases where agglomeration is
preferred is less steep since clusters are joined together suddenly while in the
case of coarsening via LSW regime growth of larger ones happens on expense
of smaller. Although smaller clusters are dissolving, they are still present
when results are analysed until they become smaller than cut off size set at
n ≥ 5.
Figure 3: Influence the asymmetry parameter a∗ on the number of clusters larger than
pentamers.
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 4: Evolution of clusters displayed in stair-fountain diagram for asymmetry param-
eters a) a∗ = −2/3, b) a∗ = 2/3, c) a∗ = −4/3 and d) a∗ = 4/3.
In figure 4 characteristically different kinetic pathways are shown for
asymmetry parameter a∗ = −2/3, a∗ = 2/3, a∗ = −4/3 and a∗ = 4/3 in
the form of stair-fountain diagrams (cf. reference [27]). In star-fountain
diagrams all clusters with Cu atom in adjacent neighbouring position were
considered. For negative asymmetry parameter (see figure 4a) evolution of
precipitates in later stages resembles a fountain and is happening trough ad-
sorption/desorption as we can follow continues increase and decrease of the
number of atoms in large and small clusters, respectively. In the case of pos-
itive asymmetry parameter, evolution of clusters depicted in stair-fountain
diagram shown in figure 4b exhibits a sudden jump in the number of atoms in
clusters, resembling stairs. These jumps are connected with agglomeration of
diffusing clusters which collide on their path causing instant increase in the
number of atoms in detected clusters. The same also holds for decreased and
increased asymmetry parameter depicted in figures 4c and 4d for a∗ = −4/3
and a∗ = 4/3, respectively.
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Since a∗ has no influence on the resulting phase diagram, the same equi-
librium matrix concentration of Cu should be reached in all simulations. In
figure 5 matrix concentration of Cu is shown for all a∗used in kMC simula-
tion. In the same figure experimentally determined thermodynamic equilib-
rium matrix concentration of Cu in Fe at 873 K (0.18 ± 0.03 at.% [36]) is
shown with dashed line.
Figure 5: Evolution of matrix concentration for various asymmetry parameters a∗. Black
dashed line represents thermodynamic equilibrium matrix concentration of Cu.
Obtained results are in agreement with experimental equilibrium matrix
concentration for simulations where a∗ > −4/3. For lower asymmetry param-
eter (e.g. a∗ = −10/3) the vacancy prefers Cu rich environment and becomes
trapped inside precipitate [9, 23, 28]. Trapped vacancy causes diffusion of
cluster as a whole. This moving cluster can on its way meet another cluster,
resulting in agglomeration of both clusters. In simulations where a∗ > 4/3,
time evolution is very slow and although simulation times were very large
equilibrium was not reached. However, comparing evolution curves the con-
vergence towards equilibrium value can be seen.
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Table 2: Influence of a∗ on diffusivity of Cu.
a∗ D∗Cu / m
2s−1 D∗Fe / m
2s−1 D∗Fe/D
∗
Cu
−10/3 9.99× 10−23 1.592× 10−20 159.4
−7/3 1.09× 10−21 2.16× 10−20 19.7
−4/3 5.81× 10−21 2.51× 10−20 4.32
−2/3 9.64× 10−21 2.66× 10−20 2.76
0 1.44× 10−20 2.91× 10−20 2.02
1/3 1.99× 10−20 3.05× 10−20 1.53
2/3 2.74× 10−20 3.24× 10−20 1.19
4/3 3.47× 10−19 6.56× 10−20 0.19
7/3 4.49× 10−18 3.73× 10−19 0.08
10/3 2.82× 10−16 2.44× 10−18 0.01
The most convenient result obtained from simulations to compare with
experimentally determined are diffusivity of Cu and Fe. In kMC simulations
diffusivity can be calculated from the mean displacement 〈R2(t)〉 of all atoms
of each type by
D∗ =
〈R2(t)〉
2dt
(11)
where d is dimensionality of the system (3 in our case) and t is time over
which mean displacement is followed. In table 2 values for Cu and Fe diffu-
sivity at the end of simulations along with ratio between them are presented.
Graphical representation of data in table 2 is given in figure 6. Figure 6a de-
picts influence of asymmetry parameter a∗ on diffusivity of Fe and Cu where
it is shown that diffusivity of Fe is not influenced by decreased in asymme-
try parameter. When asymmetry parameter is increased diffusivity of Fe
starts to rise, however rise is much smaller in comparison to Cu. For highly
negative a∗ explained with preferred environment for vacancy in Fe and for
highly positive a∗ by trapping of vacancy in Cu cluster and diminished mean
distance of Cu atoms. From this we can conclude, that significant changes
in diffusivity of Cu are due to preferred area of vacancy. Ratio D∗Fe/D
∗
Cu is
for values of a∗ simulated, shown in figure 6b where can be seen that ratio
exhibits decrease if asymmetry parameter is increased.
Salje and Feller-Kniepmeier [17] have experimentally determined equation
12
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Influence of asymmetry parameter a∗ on a) diffusivity of Fe and Cu, and b)
logarithm of ratio D∗Fe/D
∗
Cu.
for diffusivity of Cu in α-Fe
Dα−FeCu (T ) /cm
2s−1 = 0.63 exp
(
−2.29
kBT
)
(12)
At 873 K equation (12) gives diffusivity of Cu in α-Fe is Dα−FeCu = 3.8×10−18
m2s−1 and is similar to results obtained by other authors where Dα−FeCu =
1.76× 10−18 m2s−1 [21].
Furthermore, experiments have confirmed that diffusion of Cu in α-Fe is
faster than self-diffusion of Fe [18]. Results obtained from kMC simulations
presented in table 2 that correspond to this fact are the ones with asymmetry
parameter a∗ ≈ 4/3 and more. Furthermore, kMC results obtained with a∗ =
4/3 are also in agreement with experimentally determined diffusivity [17].
Using asymmetry a∗ = 4/3, value for corresponding virtual cohesive energy of
Cu is EvirtualcohCu = −3.94 eV and is in agreement with previous kMC results [28,
32, 37].
The presented model can be used to quickly obtain vacancy diffusion pa-
rameters dependent on asymmetry and perform kMC simulations of realistic
behaviour without the need for expensive electronic calculations of interac-
tion parameters. Although the parametrization model was developed and
presented on binary alloy it can be expanded to arbitrary number of interac-
tion solutes. In the case of more than two interacting elements, the number
of asymmetry parameters increases, for example in the case of ternary ABC
system number of possible asymmetry parameters increases to three with
a∗AB, a
∗
AC and a
∗
BC.
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4. Conclusions
In this paper a simple model based on thermodynamics with an asymme-
try of interatomic potentials is presented. This allows quick determination of
simulation parameters without the need for expensive electron calculations.
Its usage is demonstrated by kinetic Monte Carlo simulations, where various
kinetic pathways leading to the same final microstructure were explored on
model Fe-Cu alloy. Kinetic pathways are controlled through interatomic in-
teraction energies defined with help of asymmetry parameter. Simulations
revealed that for positive asymmetry parameter coarsening through agglom-
eration of clusters dominated over Ostwald ripening mechanism. For sym-
metrical model and negative asymmetry parameter growth and coarsening
happened through classical description. Kinetic pathways for model with
large negative asymmetry parameter are substantially changed by affinity of
vacancy to reside in Fe matrix. Comparison to available experimental dif-
fusion data reveals that behaviour of real Fe-Cu alloy is in agreement with
results obtained with asymmetry parameter a∗ = 4/3.
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Appendix A. Parameters used for simulations
Interatomic interaction energies used for kMC simulations were calculated
using procedure presented in Section II. In table A.3 all used parameters for
particular arbitrary chosen a∗ are given. Interaction energies for Fe-Fe and
Fe-V were same in all simulations and values used are 
(1)
FeFe = −0.77818 eV,

(2)
FeFe = −0.38909 eV and (1)FeV = −0.335 eV.
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